
Audit, Compliance
& Data Intelligence
(ACDI)

Cutting-edge monitoring, reporting

and data analytics software that, like

a Swiss army knife, perfectly assists

you with: Auditability, Evidence

and Performance.

Constantly knowing what is happening
to your IAM-relevant data, being able
to review and analyze it, as well as
boosting overall efficiency, is what
you get from ACDI.

SKyPRO’s ACDI keeps you and your team in control 24/7
with full observability, simplifying policy enforcement and
ensuring compliance.

AUDIT, COMPLIANCE & DATA INTELLIGENCE

More on ACDI

https://www.skypro.eu/tools/audit-compliance-data-intelligence/


ACDI Identity-Driven
Data-Kraken

IDM-Focused Real-Time
Individual and Customizable
Dashboards
 Real-time event tracking

Live filtering
Predefined dashboards
Individual dashboards

Role and User Management for ACDI 
functions & Data Obfuscation Options

Avoid shutdown Enhance transparency Please auditors/requestors

Fill a product gap Ease the job Extremely scalable

Benefits of ACDI
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IT environments that require an 
identity and access management 
solution have data and information 
in multiple locations.

ACDI can access all the identity- 
driven data from all these sources 
and process it as you need. It can 
connect to eDirectory, Active 
Directory, Access Manager and 
more.

Driver dashboard



Reporting Engine

With ACDI you get:

Whether you're working with Open Text NetIQ IDM or use Microsoft Active
Directory, this is a must-have tool. With ACDI, you constantly know what
your data looks like and what your IDM system is doing, and can pull
reports on all the data you and your requestors need.

Alex Belusov
Banking IAM Specialist

Intuitive creation and adjustment of reports
Predefined and individual reports
Graphic report visualization
Report scheduling and automation
Role and User Management for ACDI 
functions & Data Obfuscation Options

360-degree view of the 
relevant environment

real-time forensic 
analysis of ALL data, 

current and past 

customizable reports 
to please requesters 

and auditors

automation of evidence 
processes

Time Machine
Object history browsing
Historic object compare
Live content filtering
Export historic object state
Role and User Management for ACDI 
functions & Data Obfuscation Options

Report visualization Historic object compare



AUDIT, COMPLIANCE & DATA INTELLIGENCE

Some Happy ACDI Customers

What’s next?

About SKyPRO or another INFO

Access the trailers 
page for videos

Access the demo 
environment

Get a personal
demo

SKyPRO’s Vision:

Our vision is to help companies
transition to transparent,

future-proof and rock-solid IT.
By providing Auditability, Evidence

and improved Performance all
around, ACDI is a key element 

in achieving exactly this.

SKyPRO AG
Gewerbestrasse 7
CH-6330 Cham

+41 41 741 4770
info@skypro.ch
www.skypro.ch

ROCK SOLID SOLUTIONS

https://www.skypro.eu/skypro-playground-acdi/
https://www.skypro.eu/demo-request-acdi/
https://www.skypro.eu/acdi-trailers/
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